The method successfully used by Chew in the treatment of pionnucleon scattering is applied to the scattering of K+ mesons by nucleons.
unsatisfactory. In these problems it was rather the cutoff theory of Chew that first gave qualitatively correct results. Although the recoil ef!ects, which are neg~ected in Chew's approach, would be ,expected to be considerably more important in K-particle scattering, the inclusion of these effects would not be expected to ,completely alter the characteristic features obtained from the theory, PStrticularly at low energies. (The recoil effects, and also relativistic effects, can be inclti.d~d by a slight extension of Chew's method, but this generalizatiortis discussed elsewher~.) In the , ,
fqllowing paragraphs themethbd used-by Chew 'is directly applied to K+ -nucleon scattering and the results are discussed.
If only Sand P waves ,are retained, the differential cross section .!. •
• 3,4
for the scattering of a spin-zero particle by a. spin"'2 part1.cle 1.S 1 See, for instance, R~ Spitzer (to be published ih Phys. Rev.), 2 o G. Chew, Phys. Rev. 89, 591 (1953) and S. Gartenhaus, Phys. Rev. 100, 900 (1955) .
3 See, for instance ,Beth~ and deHoffrnanri,Mesons and Fields , V'ol.· II, Row-Peterson; Evanston, Ill., 1955, p. 66. 4 Only the nuclear contribution is discussed in the body of the text. The
Coulomb corrections are discussed in the AppendiX.
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Here a:: (sin c5 )e 6 ,J where 6 is theS-wavephase shift, and is the same expression with $-replaced by the P~wave phase shift (1) This formula, which is the same as for meson-nucleon scattering, applies directly·only to processes that proceed through a single isotopic spin state. In K, .... ion nucleon scattering there are the two isotopic spin states, 
In these expressions i is i, 3, or nothing. The three cases in Eg. (2) will be referred to as K~-P scattering, K+-N scattering, and exchange scattering, respectively.
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- The form of the interaction in ordinary spin space may be spinindependent (scalar coupling) or proportional to k.d-(gradient coupling).
In isotopic spin space it is most natural to use the form
where a sum on ~ from zero to 3 is _implied .. The . . . . .
1·~·-3
operator for the /\ particle, and / \ , 1\, ;\ Following Chew, the nucleon is considered as a fixed source of the K-meson field. In a fixed-source theory there is only S scattering if scalar coupling is used and only P scattering if gradient coupling is used.
In the latter case Chew's results may be used almost directly and the tangents of the P-phase shift are given by (6) Here ~ is ~ 'plus the absolute value of the nucleon-hyperon mass difference, M is the cutoff energy and subscript zero designates values at the incident energy. The notation of Chew is used ~ W, k and m are the energy, momentum magnitude, and mass of the K particle, and fl is the K-nucleon unrationalized coupling constant. Natural units (11 = c = 1) are used throughout. Equation (6) gives the dependence of the P-phase shifts on the incident K-particle energy a possible resonance in cases in which In spite of these ambiguities recent experiments seem to weigh against an Its inhomogeneous term is the sum of the matrix elements for the two timeordered processes represented by Fig. 2 and is given, if the nucleon is taken to be a fixed source and the K particle is assumed to be very massive with respect to the ~-meson, by
where of and ~ designate respectively the isotopic spin indices for the initial and final states of the nucleon ,and i and j are the corresponding indices fotthe K particle. The nucleon 'spin indices' are r and s, is theY-meson' mass,' f is the unrationalized 71' -meson-
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-"10-nucleon coupling constant 7 and g, is the unrationalized coupling constant for the 71 -K interaction:
1.
. 8
TransformingEq. (8) to the L S J, M representation, one obtains, for J = J'
the A? = 0 , state being top and left. For J = 3/2 the matrix element ,vanishes; there is no scattering in the J = 3/2 state for the Schwinger mechanism if only Sand P waves are included. This is because the interaction converts P waves to S waves and the latter cannot occur in a,
The definition of the ~-nucleon interaction is the same as that of Chew. 'G. Chew, Phys. Rev. 94, 1748 (1954) .
•
The normalization convention chosen ,here 'is
The introduction of the representation where J and T are diagonal has not completely diagonalized the operat9r U, as it did in the previous case, because A is not diagonal in the angular momentum quantum number .R .
In order to find theiinear combimition of the Sand P" waves which are the eigenstates of the problem consider first the lowest-order approximation.
To lowest order the tangents of the phase shift are proportional to the . 2 By matrix element of U between its initial and final e~genstates.
energy conservation we have k = k', and. the eigenstates are the linear
If these 'vectors are used as basis vectors the matrix
where
and P 2J = PI is the proj~ction operator for the J = ~ state. The exact 9 expression for the phase shift is 9 B. A. Lippmann and J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 7.9, 469 (1950) (14) and then the matrix element (k O
On consideration of the various terms in the iterative solution of Eq. (14) it may be seen that t,he eigenstates of the matrix (k O 
Substituting Eq. (12) in (17), one obtains The value of the mixing parameter ~T is ';/4 as a consequence of Eq. (10).
Equations (18) Expressions for the J = 3/2 phase shifts may be obtained by the same methods as were used for J _ 1.
-2··
The results .may be expressed in the form given by Eqs. (16) and (17) but with F(j:<'k) given by In the next section some consequences of these equations are discussed.
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The omission of recoil and relativistic effects constitutes an obvious defect in the above theory. These effects maybe included, in part, by replacing in the inhomogeneous term of the basic integral 'equation the approximated perturbation matrix elements by the exact perturbation matrix elements.· Such a: program· is now in progress. However,. at low energies 'the main effect of including these corrections will. be to modify the resonance-damping functions' .!\(k O ) and 6( W O ). Since ,these functions depend also upon the cutoff function (which according to the viewpoint of cutoff theory should be introduced to simulate the effects of complicated high-energy processes) they may, to some extent, be considered as .parameters to be adjusted by a comparison with observed phenomenoma. It is of interest, therefore, to .consider those general features of the theory that are not strongly dependent on ,the detailed behavior of these resonance-damping functions, but which constitute rather the characteristics inherent in the general method of approach.
It may first be noted that at low energies the energy dependences predicted by the three models differ markedly. For the scalar coupling model the cross section is approximately energy-independent near kO = O.
In the t.1 -coupling and gradient-coupling models the cross sections vary as the first and second powers of the incident kinetic energy respectively.
If the actual relativistic form of the direct interaction between K particles and baryons is either ~ or scalar, then in the low-energy limit an effective scalar interaction would be expected to predominate.
In this case the K -P differential cross section would, according to Eqs. (1), (4) Here it has been assumed that the phase shift is small and that the isotopic spin dependence of the interaction is that given in (3). According ,to Eqs. (2) and (4) the K+-N + cross sections would be the same as the K -P cross section and the exchange scattering would vanish. At slightly larger energies the 7.t-coupling mechanism with its linear energy dependence and its presumably much stronger ?I-nucleon interaction would be expected to become predominant. A characteristic feature of this mechanism, at low energies, is the (1-cos e) angular dependence. This form of angular 'dependenc'e may be seen from Eq,s. (16), (18) and (19) if it is noticed that b+ = b_ ~ 0 for smallo.:t' An unusual feature of the 11 -coupling mechanism is that at low energies the differential cross section contains a cos e contribution but no contribution of the form 2 ' cos e. For more usual interactions, in which states of different parity are not coupled, ,the angular distribution is isotopic until P waves begin to contribute and then, in general, both cos e and cos 2 e terms appear simultaneously.
For 11 'coupling thecos 2 e term would be expected to appear rather in conjunction with a " cos 3 e contribution. The presence Of a large case term and a small 2 ' cos '9 contribution in the differential' cross section at low energies (e.g., less than 50 Mev) would, according'to this phaseshift approach, be evidence for the presence ola K-pioncoupling. The total cross sections given by Eqs. ' (24) and (25) This expression gives a strong backward peaking, in disagreement with the experimental data, which suggest either approximate isotropy with constructive.
Coulomb interfere-nce at small angles or perhaps forward peaking .13 Thus in the framework of the no-recoil Chew approach the 11' -coupling mechanism is apparently not compatible with the experimental data.
This apparent failure of the 7t -coupling mechanism could conceivably be remedied by iricluding recoil and relativistic effects ..
These corrections would alter the value of the resonance-damping function.
However, in order to remove the backward peaking and yet retain the small total cross section the necessary increase in the resonance-damping function must be a full order of magnitude. It seems unlikely that the additional 'contributions could produce effects as large as that. If 'we take and if the hyperon mass differences are neglected, there will be pure isotopic triplet scattering in agreement with the indirect evidence from scattering by complex nuclei. The stronge"r coupling of" 1\ particles is also indicated by the hyperon production.
t " 1 4 " . Here the cutoff energy in ~s (w O ) , has been chosen to be M N , the nucleon mass. The value of ohtained by equating the above expression for crto the 'obs.erved value of '''-'''/15 mbis 'strongly affected by the resonancedamping function. Sincethi's function will be modified by the contributions of recoil and relativistic effects, the particular numerical resuit obtained from the present theory would be of little significance. But the appreciable damping of the' scattering 'amplitudes in Chew theory, as 'compared with perturbation theory, is a result that will probably persist whenthe recoil and relativistic effects are included.
It will be mentioned in closing that most of the equations given ~~ this paper are not dependent upon the validity of the Chew-type approximations.
Except for Eqs. (6) and (16), which give explicit predictions for the phase shifts, and the expressions that appear in this discussion section, the equations are of general validity within the limitations placed upon the number of contributing phase shifts.
